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corrections to xml and header-files. core modules descriptions in atdf and svd changed for rev. b
devices. core irq and interrupt handler names changed to alligne with cmsis names. old names
mapped as aliases to new names. several errors in svd files corrected. missing tc1 and tc2 to

instance definitions added to header files. the settings for the template generation are saved and
restored on exit of the program. there are two special configurations that the program checks when
starting up: default target device name, if a device is selected in the template list this is a program
that automatically generates all the information regarding the devices listed in the file on the left, it

is also capable of generating a bsp and possibly a minimal configuration file for gnu and other similar
debuggers for your cortex m0, m3, m4, m7, m33, m23, m24, and m0+ devices. advantages:

configurations can be generated based on a simple text file and you don't have to know the device
being debugged very well. furthermore, the only thing needed from the user is the file that lists the

devices to be debugged. support for template generation has been given through the use of
functions and data structures that allows the developer to create configurations for many chips in
few lines of code. this method was first used to generate mcu compatible configuration files for

openocd and eclipse. it is specially suitable for compatibility with these programs, since they are not
optimized for custom configs and will not work properly if they are filled with invalid data. the second
method is for when you want to debug a device without knowing which one you have to use, and in

that case you need to provide the needed data for each device. for this you need to provide
information regarding the device itself such as address, register names, interrupt list, clock

frequencies, data i/o locations, and start address.
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